
Let's Transform
the fashion

industry towards
sustainability and

generate a
positive impact

on our
environment and

the people.

TRIB·ECO
Social Enterprise that
promotes, represents
and supports Latin-

American Sustainable
Fashion brands.

TRIBECO.ORG
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Interested in colabs & partnerships
 

info@tribeco.org



WE ARE THE FIRST
SUSTAINABLE FASHION
BUSINESS PLATFORM 

IN LATIN-AMERICA
WORKING ON:

OUR MISSION

During the last year we've been able to
help 20+ Sustainable & Ethical fashion
brands from Latin-America to export 

for the first time to countries such as the
US, Spain, Hungary, and more. 
This next year comes with more

opportunities for TRIB·ECO brands to
expand their markets and help their

communities. We've seen the impact that
social entrepreneurship can make, now we
want to support even more brands to find

success and create a bigger positive
influence in the region.

 

TRIB·ECO
FOUNDATIONPromote the creation, growth, and

development of Sustainable Fashion in
Latin America. We believe in our

potential to be an agent of change
within the fashion industry in the world.

OUR IMPACT
Educating, guiding and advising
sustainable fashion brands that seek to
improve their sustainability attributes,
branding, and digital presence.

Supporting this by helping them find a
range of sustainable textiles at their
fingertips, advising them on digital
tools and accompanying them in their
communication strategies.

Seeks marketing opportunities in
international markets to display the
products of the brands that are part of
TRIB•ECO. We look for the best
experiences for brands from pop-up
stores, stores, fairs, etc.

 

 

A micro-financing fund that provides
support to local entrepreneurs in

vulnerable communities in Colombia.
 

Unlike traditional micro-finance funds,
entrepreneurs provide interest on

their funds not in economic terms but
rather through a demonstrated social
impact provided in their communities
every month. That is, every month in
addition to repayment of the loan,

the entrepreneur will  provide a
report on the social work completed in

their community. 
We call this Social Interest Rate

 
We are always looking to expand our
resources and engage with as many

entrepreneurs as possible. If you
would like to make a donation go to

 
 paypal.me/tribecofoundation


